Objects and liquids in my luggage

Questions about security / safety
1. Does your luggage contain a prohibited item or dangerous goods (see below) ?
2. Have you agreed to carry anything for someone else ?
3. Could anyone have placed something in your luggage without your knowledge ?
4. Do you have a lithium battery in your luggage ?
If any answer is ‘yes’, please inform this check-in agent immediately

Non - exhaustive list, subject to airlines’ particular requirements

Not allowed in hand luggage

- No liquids (gels, creams, pastes etc) in containers larger than 100 ml
- No clinical mercury thermometers
- No firearms (or imitation firearms), and no sharp pointed or edged objects with blades exceeding 6 cm
- No blunt instruments, sports equipments or work tools

Prohibited in hold luggage and hand luggage

- Explosives
- Gas bottles
- Cigars, cigarettes and tobacco
- Paints and varnishes
- Flammable liquids
- Butane gas
- Alcohol
- Perfume
- Fertiliser
- Ammunition
- Sweeteners
- Lighters
- Fishing tackle
- Electrically operated vehicles
- Old weapons
- Animal hairs
- Mercury thermometer
- Gas cylinders
- Candles
- Skateboards
- Razor blades
- Pencils
- Cartridges allowed in avalanche rescue backpacks only (no spare cartridges)

Allowed under certain conditions in hand luggage

- E-cigarettes allowed in hand luggage only
- Lithium batteries or spare batteries, max 100 Wh

Allowed in hand luggage

- One lighter per passenger carried on you
- Electronic devices with batteries not exceeding 100 Wh

Allowed under certain conditions in hold luggage

- Fire arms and ammunition

Allowed in hold luggage and hand luggage

- Batteries in luggage

Batteries between 100 Wh and 160 Wh: allowed with airline authorisation

Batteries in luggage

Hold luggage: no battery or spare batteries allowed
Hand luggage: batteries or spare batteries allowed, if they do not exceed a power of 100 Watt hours (Wh) and comply with the following requirements:

- A maximum of two batteries if their individual power does not exceed 100 Wh
- Each battery must be protected against short circuits (individually wrapped)
- Airline authorisation for batteries above 100 Wh

Note: batteries (up to a maximum of 100 Wh) inserted in a device are allowed in hand luggage or hold luggage